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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS...
WHat IS aeroSeNte?

aerosente is a Northern Illinois based manufacturer and distributor of vintage and classic scale sailplane kits. We offer a full line of wood gliders and sailplanes starting with 
simple hand toss gliders and culminating with vintage and classic large scale sailplanes. our kits are designed and or adapted by folks like tom martin, tom Bode and tony 
elliott. We also offer a nice selection of Frank/John Zaic, JaSCo/JetCo kits from the golden age of soaring. mike Smock and tom martin are the proprietors of the aerosente 
Glider Workshop.

WHy We do tHIS

this is a hobby and a business for us... a labor of love (nobody in the business of selling kits is in it for the money, at best you squeak out a modest income doing this). We 
started Aerosente because we love sailplanes - especially classic and vintage versions. We love building them and flying them, and Aerosente is a way of sharing this hobby 
with others. So what we’re saying is that we are not Nordstroms nor are we amazon. We don’t have millions of dollars invested in technology, We don’t have operators stand-
ing by to take your phone calls, we are not ISO 9001 certified and we are not your servants. We don’t look at you as a customer or a business transaction, you’re a fellow 
enthusiast and over time perhaps a friend.  

tHIS PLaCe IS a LIttLe meSSy ISN’t It?

If you spend any time on the aerosente web site you will see that there is a lot of stuff there. you will also notice that it is a touch messy, not unlike our shop, but if you 
give us a minute or two we’ll generally find whatever we’re looking for. It is not unusual to have a visitor spend several hours on the site reading articles and looking at the 
photos. most of our kits come with a lot of detail published on the web site. detail like manuals, build logs, historical photos, documentation, videos, etc. Publishing all this 
content comes with a hazard - it is difficult to make sure everything is up-to-date and accurate. So from time to time you may stumble across something that is inaccurate or 
out-of-date - for example when we update all the prices or contents of our kits we may miss a couple of old prices or spec’s. If we do miss something we’ll notify you to let 
you know what the new price is or how the kit contents have been modified and then give you the option of continuing or refunding your money.  

IF you doN’t LIke to BuILd tHeN you WoN’t LIke our kItS

If you’re looking at building a scale model for the first time it is important to understand a simple dynamic. We do this because we love the building process at least as much 
as we do flying the aircraft. If you don’t like to build or you are expecting a model that is almost ready to fly then you’ve come to the wrong place. It’s interesting to hear 
some guys say “why would I pay hundreds or thousands of dollars for a model that I then need to spend hundreds of hours building?” Well the answer is simply because we 
like to build. Building is entertainment for us. Flying is fun. When you pencil it out, compared to other forms of entertainment - building scale models is darn cheap, and your 
wife will always know where she can find you!

you doN’t Get detaILed BuILd maNuaLS WItH our kItS

If you’re the fussy type that needs everything to be perfect then don’t get started building scale kits. or, if you’re the type that actually reads the instructions before you 
put something together then don’t get started building scale kits. While some of our kits have manuals, most do not and require the builder to “noodle” things out on his own 
via the plans, build logs and interacting with the build community. all our kits have been designed by other hobbyists, not aerodynamic engineers - which means from time to 
time there will be errors on the plans or the parts that you’ll need to correct. most of the time we point these errors out - but not always.  

We are aLWayS aVaILaBLe By PHoNe or emaIL 

the reason we mention everything above is to make sure you understand what you’re getting into before you order. If you have any questions or potential concerns before 
you order then please give us a call at 415.246.4337 or email us at bolt55@aerosente.com. after you’ve ordered if you have any questions call us or email us. remember what 
I said in the first paragraph about “not having operators standing by”? The reason for that is because we take all our own calls and answer all the emails. Generally speaking 
we try to take all calls as they come in and I respond to all emails the day we get them. We do ask that you not leave voicemail. Some of you will call and leave a detailed 5 
minute voicemail that requires me to write stuff down and listen to it several times to understand what you said. Instead send an email. We check email about 10 times an 
hour. 

WHat ComeS IN a kIt?

We sell skinny kits and fat kits. Skinny kits come with the plans and laser cut parts only. Fat kits come with laser cut parts, canopy, instrument panel, hardware and plans 
- each fat kit is a little different so check the kit specs to see exactly what you’re getting. you will need to buy the long stock (spars, stringers, leading and trailing edges) 
and wing/fuselage sheeting, miscellaneous hardware and covering. Some of my kits have a detailed “buy-out” list for all the additional parts and pieces you need to buy, but 
many do not. We always recommend that you wait until you have the plans and the parts in hand before you do your buy-outs. do your own take-off from the plans and gen-
erate your own list. And of course you will supply the servos, and other on-board electronics. Each kit has it’s own specification so please review it to see exactly what you’re 
getting and call me if you have any questions.

WHeN WILL my kIt SHIP?

most of the time within 7-14 days of placing your order. Pinpointing the exact date is impossible because of how we run this business. We try to batch our orders, packing and 
shipping. Which means the date your order ships is contingent upon how many other orders we get and when we get them. We will not call you when your kit ships, but we 
will email you the shipping information so you can track your order.

WILL aNy oF my PartS Be PLaCed oN BaCkorder?

everything should ship within 7 days of your order except for custom fabricated parts like canopies and instrument panels. From time to time our suppliers may extend their 
deliveries to us which will require us to put items on backorder. We try to keep stock items on custom parts but we’re not always able to match supply and demand. If we’re 
out of stock then it should generally be another 30 days before the item ships out. Because canopies and instrument panels are installed towards the latter part of the build 
this isn’t a problem. Please call us or email us bolt55@aerosente.com to confirm if you have any concerns about backorders. 

WHat aBout returNS aNd reFuNdS?

As I said above we are not Nordstroms - we can’t offer “no questions asked returns and refunds”. Because of the nature of the kit business it is very difficult to accept returns 
because of the hassle of repacking them, shipping them, and then being able to return them in good order to stock. Which is why we have attempted to explain in detail 
what you get and what you don’t get from aerosente. Because of the delicate nature of some of the parts from time to time the shipping process may damage some balsa 
parts. most of the time you can repair the damage with a little Ca. If not we’ll cut and ship replacement parts. If anything is missing from the kit we will ship it out to you 
as soon as you let us know. Beyond broken parts or missing parts, if you just want to return your kit they we will have to charge a 20% restocking fee and you’ll need to pay 
for shipping. once we get the kit back I’ll refund your payment less 20%. Visit our company store at www.gliderworkshop.com where you can browse from the hundreds of 
products that we now offer. and of course should you have questions at all call us at 415.246.4337 or email us at bolt55@aerosente.com. 

NEWS FROM 
THE SHOP

OCTOBER 2012
Aerosente is no longer for sale. As many of you know, we entertained a few 

offers to sell Aerosente over the summer. While we had some interesting 
conversations we decided to take the business off the market and keep it 

for the long term. The reason we considered selling was the growth that 
Aerosente had experienced and our ability to keep up with it . I also run an-
other  business that is growing and quite demanding and at one point this 
summer was working 18 hours a day keeping the wheels on the road. Yikes! 

So after more analysis and soul-searching we made a family decision here 
and decided to keep the business in the family. We’ll be moving to an even 

larger shop and buying some additional equipment that will streamline our 
production. Also, I’m delighted to say that my lovely wife and partner of  41 
years  (we met when we were 16) will be handling the day-to-day office work 

including shipping.  Which takes an enormous burden off of my shoulders. 
She’s a flight attendant for American Airlines which makes her perfectly 

suited to help run an “international aircraft manufacturing  enterprise”. Ha!

That’s the news from Island Lake where the leaves are turning and we had 
our first frost the other night.   Start thinking about your winter builds and 

get your orders in!

MIKE
Proprietor

The Aerosente Glider Workshop
Island  Lake  

October 2012
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Featured kits Lt-IV, tG-2 40% Chuck thermics,

   

THIS MONTH OUR NEWSLETTER FOCUSES ON VINTAGE BEAUTY AS DEMONSTRATED BY THE 
DESIGNS OF FRANK ZAIC AND THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF MIKE MALAK
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OCTOBER 2012 FEATURED KIT

  SGS 2-8 (TG-2) 40% (1:2.5 Scale) 

$695
BETA KITCLICK HERE TO ORDER

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-giant-scale-sailplanes/sgs-2-8-tg-2/lns-1-1-2.5-kit-s/


OCTOBER 2012 FEATURED KIT
NEW PRICING AND OPTIONS 

ON TOM BODE DESIGNED 
KITS FROM WOODWINGS- 

IMPORTED FROM GERMANY
The value of the dollar against the euro plus a 
new distribution deal between Tom and I have 
led to a significant drop in the price of Wood-

wing kits. Plus, we are now offering new hardware 
packages and a cut to order long stock and 

sheeting provisioning service for Woodwings kits.

I have a limited number of slots open for delivery 
before Christmas but you must order by October 

12, 2012 to get these new prices and delivery!

Click the links below for more 
information on ordering

DFS REIHER III
CONDOR IV

SCHLEICHER KA2B

MUST ORDER BY 
10.12.12 TO GET 
PRICING AND 

DELIVERY

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-big-gulls/kit-dfs-reiher-iii-1-3-kit/
http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-big-gulls/condor-iv-1-3-kit/
http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-giant-scale-sailplanes/schleicher-ka2b/


OCTOBER 2012 FEATURED KIT
CHUCK THERMICS “B” “18” “20”
$19.95/3 SAME DAY SHIPPING GUARANTEED

CLICK HERE TO ORDER

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-chuck-gliders/chuck-thermics/


LT-IV

OCTOBER 2012 FEATURED KIT
MODEL SPECIFICATIONS

Fuselage Length: 92.4” (235 cm)
Overall Height: 25.2” (63.8 cm)

Rudder Span: 18” (45.7 cm)
Stabilizer Span: 35.3” (84.7 cm)

Wing Span: 186” (4.7 m)
Aspect: 15:1

Airfoil: NACA 4416-4409
Wing Area: 2312.5 in.2

AUW: 24 lbs. (11 kg) (estimated)
Wing Loading: 24 oz./ft.2

$995
CLICK HERE TO PURCHASE

1:3 SCALE LAISTER KAUFMAN LT-IV

She flies! After a 3 year development beta builder 
Marc Hecquet maidened the 1:3 Scale LT-IV! 

Click here to visit Marc Hecquet’s 
build log on RC Groups

VIDEO FROM RETRO 
BANNE 2012

1:6 SCALE 
VERSION 
is on track for 
production in late 
November - just in 
time for Christmas!  
Email me bolt55@aero-
sente.com if you’d 
like to get on
the list for one of 
the initial production 
kits. We will only be 
cutting 5 kits so first 
come first serve.

http://www.gliderworkshop.com/kit-big-gulls/lawrence-tech-iv-1-3-scale-kit-s/
http://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?t=1077410&highlight=lt+iv
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OCTOBER 2012 FEATURE ARTICLE

MIKE MALAK
MIKE MALAK IS HONORING THE SERVICE OF HIS 
GRANDFATHER, FATHER AND ALL VETERANS WITH

THE WINGS OF ANGELS PROjECT

Video Interview of Mike Malak 
by PlaneVideoArt 

http://youtu.be/WYR7MlknJrk


OCTOBER 2012 FEATURE ARTICLE
I came across Mike Malak’s work shooting vintage pin-up girls with WWII warbirds 
and had to reach out to him and see if he’d like to share his work with my newsletter 
readers. Mike graciously agreed to lend his work here and to make us aware of his 
efforts to support vets and specifically the Wounded Warriors Foundation to whom 
he contributes 30% of his proceeds from his various endeavors. His next big project is 
a  300 page coffee table book combining his pin-up shoots with scale detailed photos 
of  WWII warbirds and bombers. Follow Mike on his Facebook page for the publica-
tion date.  

In the spirit of this months topic for the feature article I have decided to keep the 
copy short and the photos long. So what follows is the shortest interview ever. Enjoy!

1. How did you get started shooting pinup girls?
My best friend talked me into buying a camera to shoot behind the scenes at his photo shoots. We were at 
a pinup shoot and there were too many models for just 2 photographers, so he talked me into being the 3rd 
photographer for that shoot... and it went from there.

2. What are your favorite WWII planes?
Its hard to pick just one... I would say the P-51 Mustang, the P-40 Warhawk, the Corsair and the B-25 Mitch-
ell.

3. How do you do a photo shoot?
First I come up with a pinup concept for the shoot, then I find the right model for it, choose the wardrobe 
and gather all the period props, and find the right shoot location for it. On the day of the shoot, I figure out 
how I am going to set up my lights to get the look that I am going for and shoot the concepts. Afterwards I go 
through a meticulous editing process to perfect the images.

4. What is your connection to veterans?  
My Grandfather was a WWII Navy vet who fought in the Pacific Theatre and my Father was a Navy carrier 
vet who fought in Vietnam.

5. Which vet causes do you support?
A portion of the proceeds from the 2012 Wings of Angels, Secrets in Lace Edition calendar are being donated 
to the Wounded Warriors Foundation. We are currently looking for another worthy WWII Veteran charity 
to donate a portion of the proceeds from the upcoming Wings of Angels products, including the 2013 Official 
Wings of Angels calendar, which will be available next month.

6. Pictures? 
Yep, scroll down!

Here are the coordinates to Mike’s web sites and other resources: Wings of Angels web site Video Interview of Mike Malak by PlaneVideoArt   T-shirt at Yanks Air Wings of Angels Facebook PageFEATURE ARTICLE MALAK

http://www.malakphotography.com/wings_of_angels.html
http://youtu.be/WYR7MlknJrk
http://shop.yanksair.com/Pin_Up_Shirt_p/784789790820.htm%20%20
http://www.facebook.com/MALAKPHOTOGRAPHY.WingsOfAngels
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OCTOBER 2012 FEATURED INTERVIEW

This month’s newsletter has a theme - vintage beauty. One might rightfully won-

der what our two primary topics have in common - Frank Zaic and Mike Malak. 

And the answer to that is they both have a keen eye for the design of things that 

are beautiful. The fact that they both operate in the same time period makes this 

little juxtaposition even more relevant. Below I am delighted to present an inter-

view I did with Richard Smith not to long ago about his recollections of Frank 

Zaic. I hope you find the interview fascinating and the images inspirational.  

Stories and Recollections 
From The Golden Years 

Of Frank Zaic

THE RICHARD SMITH INTERVIEWS
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Frank Zaic is a legend. 
He devoted his lifetime to designing, 

building and flying model airplanes.  

Zaic was a prolific writer author-

ing papers, articles and his famous 

“Model Aeronautic Year Books”, which 

are still treasured to this day. He 

had a design “eye” that was both func-

tional and artistic. There is some-

thing magical 60 years later about 

building his kits or just perusing one of his yearbooks. One is transported 

back to a golden age when there was a purity and a functionality to design 

rarely produced today due to commercial or technological influences. You can 

almost hear Frank’s voice in his plans, models and his writings. Although I 

never met him, having built 4 of his designs, reviewed all of his yearbooks 

and studied most of his plans - I feel like I know Frank - like the way you 

know Jack Aubrey after reading Patrick O’Brian. Over the past year I’ve had 

the chance to talk to several of Frank’s associates and acquaintances. Rich-

ard Smith is one of Frank’s associates having worked for JASCO and contrib-

uted to his yearbooks. Below is an interview I conducted with Richard about 

his experiences working for JASCO and more specifically his relationship with 

Frank Zaic. Richard’s account provides a fascinating look into Frank Zaic 

and the evolution of JASCO from a labor of love for Frank to a profitable en-

terprise run by his sister Christine. As Richard readily admits - these are 

his recollections - he doesn’t claim to be the authoritative source on Frank 

Zaic. Just one mans account of what it was like to be around Frank back in 

the day...

Part 1 - Who is 
RichaRd smith and 
What Was his Rela-
tionship With FRank 
Zaic and Jasco?

i became interested in 
model planes around 
1939/40 and my first suc-
cessful model was a ther-
mic-20. i am 76 years old 
a graduate of parks col-
lege  (st. louis Uni-
versity)  i have Bs in 
metrology, for my thesis 
project i built a custom 
privateer with an atmo-
spheric pressure switch 
(scavenged from a (Radio-
sonde transmitter) con-
nected via an escape-
ment to the throttle of a 
Fox-59.  the airplane 
would fly around at a fixed 
pressure height while 
transmitting temperature 

data to the ground.  We never extracted meaningful data but the concept worked.  
For it’s time this was a very novel project and i was awarded an “a” for my paper.
 
i went to new York’s stuyvesant high school which was 2 blocks away from Jasco.  at 
that time (1949) Frank would be there only occasionally.  i really don’t know how 
he was earning a living but he was not on the Jasco payroll.  i can only conclude 
that he was working somewhere as a draftsman.  the company was run by his sister 
christine and brother John.  they were aided (occasionally) by another brother- al-
bion and thurston a swedish carpenter a family retainer who did all the wood cut-
ting.  Strange as it might seen the wood cutting took place on the top floor of 
their building.  that’s because the balsa planks were so light that is was easy to 
transport them upstairs
 
the company occupied a 3 story brownstone on 16th street near 3rd avenue.  kits 
were boxed in a store front one block north on 3rd avenue.
 
The business office and retail operation were on the second floor.  There were a 
couple of desks, a glass counter where JASCO’s array of odd ball hardware and fin-

OCTOBER 2012 FEATURED INTERVIEW

Frank Zaic YearBOOks



jUNE 2012 FEATURED BOOK
ishing supplies were displayed and a large rack where pre cut balsa was stored.  
Franks prototypes were hung from the ceiling although a few were displayed in a 
small street level window.  No one seemed concerned about the effect of sunlight on 
these paper covered, decade old models.
 
I first met Frank visiting in the business/sales office one afternoon... nothing for-
mal we just got to talking.  his manner, presentation and appearance could could be 
described as  neutral.  Very much the philosopher his books reveal him to be. he 
came across as very unworldly individual. 
 
By the time i was a sophomore i was pretty well known to christine who ran the of-
fice.  We got on well and she offered me a job (after school) in the kitting opera-
tion. 
 
it was there that i met Frank ehling and a sidekick kaye Faggs an expatriate of Ber-
nie Winston’s ahc (americas hobby center.)  Bernie, his brother and later his son 
marshall were running the cities biggest model hobby operation (wholesale/retail) 
from a small commercial building in manhattans chelsea area.   Bernie at this time 
was pushing his infamous line of thor slag glow engines.    Bernie also a lover of 
nostalgia was  collecting every book on model aircraft he could find and loved to 
show them to me.  We got on famously! What ahc was and what it came to be is another 
story though.
 
It goes without saying that my employment in the kit operation was my first  intro-
duction to the insiders world of Jasco and Frank Zaic.
 
i worked for Jasco for 3 years.  i probably saw Frank no more then 6 times during 
this time.  the last time i saw him he gave me the prototype kit for the G-84.
 
i enlisted in the air force in 1952.  it was during this time that Frank got mar-
ried and moved to the west coast. Frank never wrote or discussed what prompted this.  
therefore i have no idea of what considerations led to this action
 
i exchanged occasional letters with him after i got out of the air force (1956) and 
was at parks college.   .
 
i discussed my thesis with him at the nats in chicago (1959?)
 
When he published the yearbook covering this period he sent me free copy.  it in-
cluded only a brief description of my thesis project.  although his original inten-
tion has been to publish my paper in its entirety.  later, Frank concluded (rightly) 
that it had little to do with advancing model aeronautics and relegated it to foot-
note.
 

please keep in mind that what i will describe is based upon my conclusions not hard 
facts.  What i will relate is in the main  based upon my casual conversations with 
christine, John Zaic and ehling.  however Frank’s writings in his yearbooks and 
other published material  clearly validate (in my opinion)  what i am writing here.  
my primary written source (properly) is from the year books and what general knowl-
edge i have of the Great depression.  Franks descriptions of his early years in the 
Us and expressing his fascination with non manned slow speed aerodynamics are just 
as riveting  as they were 80 years ago.
 
isn’t surprising the Franks legacy today are his kit designs?  creations he viewed 
with some distaste.

the richard smith interviews - stOries and recOllectiOns FrOm the 
gOlden Years OF Frank Zaic
Part 2 - The Pre War Years

“it’s always best to begin at the beginning”...  Wizard of oz! i believe that lind-
berg’s solo cross Atlantic flight was the spark which ignited our American culture to 
a degree equal to or possibly surpassing the discovery of the “new World” by chris-
topher columbus.
 
Lindbergh’s  flight preparations of course featured  the famous “Spirit of St. Lou-
is” a patchwork unstable design!  He embarked on his flight  without any navigation 
equipment (aside from an inductor compass) and made one of mankind’s greatest indi-
vidual achievements.   i think that’s most important  because it was very much  such 
a singular effort.  Lindberg had no army of specialists to project him on his adven-
ture.  he did it via sheer grit and determination.
 
His accomplishment promoted a mania for anything savoring of flight. This in a world 
in the grip of a great depression.  Everyone wanted to fly but few could afford it.  
since there were no computer simulator games (or computers) to provide fantasy ful-
fillment the young had to settle for the next best thing.  A model airplane.
 
Frank Zaic put together a very interesting book featuring reprints of a series of 
model plane projects from the 1920’s) published in a popular science magazine of the 
time.  the material was written by a (detroit?) school teacher.
 
Given the available materials, almost non existent knowledge of unpiloted flight 
and the limited craftsmanship of the readers these models were barely capable (at 
best) of staggering straight ahead for a few dozens of feet.
 
that pretty much describes the science and practice of aero modeling when Frank Zaic 
immigrated with his family to the United states from a slovakian Republic.
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according to the Year 
Books Frank learned 
drafting and began work-
ing in a patent attor-
neys office.  Today the 
burden of illustrating 
the workability of the 
device to be patented 
is accomplished via a 
drawing and a written 
presentation.  however 
it had previously been 
necessary to demonstrate 
the same workability of 
the machine with a work-
ing model (in addition 
to the drawing and text 

exhibits)  its does not take a great intellectual jump to theorize that Frank, work-
ing for a patent attorney was exposed to the three elements (description, plan, con-
structed airframe)  of what came to be his life’s ad vocation.
 
it would seem to me that the prevalent country wide mania for “aero plane’s”, a lack 
of money, professional exposure to models illustrating the practability of a pro-
cess coupled an artistic disposition prompted Frank to investigate and describe the 
nature and principals of unpiloted airframes operating at low Reynolds numbers.
 
obviously the above is strictly my speculation but in the event, early on, Frank 
made it his business to learn something of airfoils and how the varying forces oper-
ating on a flying object effected its trajectory.
 
however the construction materials commonly available at the time to the aspir-
ing  aero modeler were grossly unsuited to the task.
 
it was generally recognized that Balsa wood was an ideal construction material but 
it required the development of a special saw blade to slice it into sheets and 
sticks.  a light, quick setting, reasonably strong glue was needed .  the answer was 
celluloid dissolved in thinner.  silk was a excellent covering material but needed 
sealing.  dope was the obvious choice for sealing but it was not available in small 
volumes.  Frank rebottled it.
 
the point i am making here is that  from the beginning Frank wanted to encourage 
the Aero-modeling hobby via a general dissemination of first the necessary materials 
and then via publication theoretical explanations of how an idealized airplane flew 
and then airframes employing these afore mentioned materials.
 

With little expectation of profit Frank began to distribute what I have enumerated 
above and over time many other related, hard to find items via a retail endeavor he 
named  Jasco (Junior aeronautical supply company)  at about the same time he be-
gan to publish his series of yearbooks which he hoped would serve as the science 
journal of the new science of non piloted slow speed flight.  JASCO originally was a 
mail order operation and also the distributer of the Year Books.
 
now for Frank, with the where withal in place, it became time to investigate, solve 
and describe the stability  issues which obviously had to be first defined and then 
addressed and by so doing  enable the realization a successful small slow speed 
airframe lacking  mechanical guidance.
 
how to accomplish this?  Well you had to get the thing high enough so that it could 
(hopefully) reach some kind of equilibrium , observe its flight path and and one way 
or other deal with the inevitable ground collisions.   small  ic engines were a de-
cade away but proved large, heavy and expensive in the event.  Rubber band propul-
sion brought its own plague of complexities.  no... a glider was the answer.  But 
how to get it to altitude?  In Europe people were throwing large heavy gliders off 
hillsides.  not a practical option for someone living in the middle of new York 
city.  in consequence Frank resorted to a a towline. With he it could run his air-
frames up to altitude like a kite.
 
Frank never chronicled his experimental early models but structures as complex and 
polished as the Thermic gliders are obviously not first efforts.
 
through his Yearbooks, and his Jasco endeavors Frank became well known  and (brief-
ly) entered rubber competition with a model which was lucky enough to catch a ther-
mal and with that get Frank on the US Wakefield team.  There is a very amusing web 
site where the failings  (as it relates to endurance) of a re-creation this design 
are chronicled.  Apparently with the failure of the Wakefield/Stout model Frank re-
tired from competition.
 
Whatever the rubber models deficiencies, lack of stability was never among them, so 
Frank seems to have elected to leave matters of endurance (which are external to 
the airframe)    to others and return to his more or less theoretical pursuits.  
this is where the unique nature of Jasco becomes evident.  lanzo, Goldberg (some 
times) and deBolt all directed their talents to winning.  the economy of  means, 
simplicity and superlative performance of their designs are still evident in to-
day’s model aircraft.  there is an irony here.  compare the lanzo classic rubber 
design with Zaic’s Wakefield...  our instincts would designate the Zaic model as the 
superior design.  not so in the cold realities of slow speed aerodynamics.
 
even in a world celebrating winners,  Jasco vending demonstratively non competi-
tive models survived for  more then two decades and achieved almost legendary pres-
tige.
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at this juncture Frank (it 
appears) was persuaded to 
kit and distribute through 
Jasco one of his glid-
ers. there were good rea-
sons for this.  Foremost 
being the issue of airfoil 
plotting  the thermic glid-
ers feature wings of almost 
constantly varying chord.  
there were no copying ma-
chines to scale the air-
foil for each station.  the 
builder had to laboriously 
plot each rib, transfer it 
to sheet balsa and cut it 
out.  not an endeavor for 
the faint hearted.  however 
by printing the pre plotted 
airfoils (and other curved 
elements) on balsa sheet 
the builder simply had to 
cut them out and assemble 
the structure much as we do 
today.
 
To Frank’s mortification the 
thermic kits became popu-
lar.  more so then the raw material 
side of the Jasco operation.
 
i do not know in what order the thermic series were designed and kitted.  if i was 
to guess I would think the fuselage version of the Thermic 72 would be first.  As is 
the case today a 6 foot model represents entry into the world  hi performance soar-
ing.  it also marks the limit of all balsa based airframes as it relates to stress.
 
i also believe the pod and boom designs are very much a product of Franks admira-
tion of the Bowlus full scale gliders which were manufactured in the late 30’s.  i 
am of the opinion the the the downwash airflow of the wing  trailing edge and wing 
mount interacts with the separation turbulence at the aft end of the pod to produce 
an area of very high drag and this has a major impact on the performance of the air 
frame.  contrary to appearances the full length fuselage models even though they 
have greater wetted area might produce less drag.  it would be interesting to check 
this out in a smoke tunnel.
 

Franks brother John was 
also part of the Jasco 
operation.  John was al-
ways interested in small-
er models particularly 
hand launched gliders and 
indoor designs.  it ap-
pears that John developed 
the first successful Mico-
film liquid and introduced 
the familiar side arm 
glider launch.
 
obviously an all wood 
hand launched glider is 
much easier and cheap-
er to construct and can 
be flown in a smaller 
area.   Frank over his 
imprint kitted John’s 
thermic 18 and 20 glid-
ers.  i suspect that 
Frank  modified the plan 
form to present a family 
resemblance to the built 
up towliner’s.  again, 
never competitive but 
very flyable, these were 
very successful products 

and the number sold were in the thou-
sands.  they were still being kitted 
in large quantities when i worked for 

Jasco/Jetco decades later!
 
For those new to modeling Jasco also sold its version of the classic RoG rubber 
stick model.  it was what is was....
 
however the most interesting and least known of Franks output was the thermic trio.  
The Trio consisted of three smallish all wood gliders.  A canard, a flying wing and 
the last one in a traditional tractor arrangement.  all three models had roughly 
the same size lifting surface.  they were all designed for stability and had simi-
lar wing loading.  the idea here was to acquaint the novice with the three most 
popular airframe configurations and thereby allow him to see the necessary force ar-
rangements and the pluses and liabilities of each.  With the exception of the ca-
nard these models flew straight at a reasonable glide angle.  The canard was a rock-
et and flew as if it had defeated gravity.  It’s a shame that Frank never followed 

BUilding the thermic “20”
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up in this design.
 
he did design and kit a 
50” flying wing. With great 
pride Jasco advertised it 
as having flown out of sight 
in china.  i remember try-
ing to build one at age ten 
and being defeated by the 
complexity of incorporat-
ing the necessary washout.  
this is a fascinating design 
and deserves reintroduction 
almost certainly in a larg-
er size with provisions for 
Rc installation.  however 
it would be very challenging 
to launch via anything but a 
towline 
 
this pretty well describes 
where Frank and Jasco were 
just prior to WW2.
 
i have omitted comment-
ing on the introduction of 
the small ic engines (Brown 
o&R etc) so ubiquitous in 
the golden age of modeling.  
it appears that Frank had 
little interest in perus-
ing the problems specific to 
airframes so powered al-
though he went out of his 
way, through the Year Books 
to provide a forum relat-
ing to their singular is-
sues    however, he did, 
in the Year Books,  con-
tribute a couple of outline 
plans for models to be powered by ic engines. i believe that a build thread started 
on Rc-Groups chronicling the construction of one of these designs... i don’t know 
what it came to.   it  also seems that he sold engines through Jasco and of that i 
know nothing.  When I first saw the JASCO office the only propulsion material present 
was strip rubber.
 

of greater interest to 
Frank were the early Rc mod-
els which were just mak-
ing their appearance in the 
late 30’s.  Frank was ob-
viously fascinated by this 
technology and scaled up the 
thermic-72 X (pod and boom) 
to the famous thermic-100.  
i am sure that very few if 
any of these beautiful clas-
sic’s were radio equipped/
controlled until after the 
war ended.  in the event, 
while i was at parks (1956), 
one of the students had a 
thermic-100 with a mcnabb 
465 receiver (heavy and 
bulky)  it was not a good 
flyer in fact it seems to 
have suffered from the same 
performance deficits as the 
much earlier Wakefield rubber 
model!
 
so lets summarize what Jasco 
was... surely it was a most 
unique endeavor: 

1:  prior to WW2 with the 
exception of the RoG, Jasco 
never released a power model 
(rubber, ic or compressed 
air)

2:  no Jasco design (dating 
this period) was at the time 
of its design or even to-
day competitive in any ama 
sanctioned event.

3:  Franks models were developed to demonstrate proper force setups, aifoils and 
construction techniques using the newest and best materials available.

thermic 50 Under cOnstrUctiOn
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4:  as products of an age obsessed with stream lined objects, from pencil sharpeners 
to ocean liners the thermic’s were drawn to embody through their proportions a beau-
tiful,  fanciful, idealized vision of a flying object.

5:  the built up thermic gliders were kitted in response to commercial pressure not 
by any desire for financial advantage.
 
the Zaic’s, John and Frank served in WW2 and when discharged came back to a much 
different society.   However all of the beautiful and legendary  JASCO designs 
had been designed and released prior to the war. What happened after the war?  
Well there was Circular Airflow, the JASCO Floater and Trooper, Thermic-C (hi-
start all-wood),  Franks disassociation from the Jasco business operation and with 
that the commercialization and recasting of Jasco into Jetco, for better or worse, 
by Franks sister christine and the legendary Frank ehling.

the richard smith interviews - stories and recollections From the 
golden Years Of Frank Zaic

Part 3 - The Post War Years

When Frank and John Zaic were mustered out of the army and returned to new York in 
1946, hopefully to a better life, they found that their sister christine had very 
ably filled their shoes.  Perhaps a little to well since out of necessity she had 
morphed JASCO into a for profit endeavor.  A quantum break from it’s prior business 
model of a (defacto) non profit operation.   Christine’s success is more remark-
able because she emigrated as a child from a mid european country whose culture was 
not noted for encouraging a women to do anything but run the household.
 

the Zaic’s were always closed mouthed about there family interactions. however it 
appears that the family was led by a matriarch for fearsome aspect who maintained 
an incredible degree of control over the lives of her children.  ehling loved to 
paint a fantasy image of the mother which over time he came embellish.  the image 
was of christine and her mother, after business hours, gathered around a table (ill 
lit)  bagging small hardware items for resale at the JASCO office. True or not it was 
accepted as gospel.
 
in any event christine had directed her energies to selling the thermic kits through 
wholesalers at the expense of the mail order hardware operation.  Frank never pub-
licly commented to me on on his feeling respecting what Jasco had become.  howev-
er with  the exception of the Floater, which i will get to later and possibly the 
trooper (designer unknown) none of the post war Jasco kits were of his devising (al-
though he drew the plans for some.)
 

Frank did not lose his interest in model aeronautics. he now became interested in 
applying his theories to models which would be more flight worthy rather then decora-
tive.  Frank suspected that a model in free flight flew at such a high angle of attack 
and so slowly that the airfoil plots of the day did not depict the actual perfor-
mance curve of a selected airfoil. 
 
to to verify this Frank designed a vane type device which articulated in the verti-
cal rather then horizontal plane.  this instrument was to be mounted parallel to the 
chord line of a wing, built with the airfoil to measured. the experimental 6 foot 
wing was mounted with the  vane on a purpose built airframe.  this design became... 
Yes the Jasco Floater.
 
Franks data as accumulated by his angle of attack recorder convinced him that at 
the wing loading and Reynolds numbers common at the time that the average angle of 
attack rather then the common 1.5 to 3 degree assumption was actually closer to 6 
degrees  although in its self not particularly important there was a very important 
performance benefit here.  By shimming the wing to 6 degrees positive, the fuselage 
and horizontal stabilizer would fly parallel with the airstream and with that enjoy a 
major decrease in drag.  in addition under circumstances that Frank never described 
he determined that the best way to trim a glider to circle tightly was to cant the 
horizontal stabilizer from its customary 90 degree relation ship to the fuselage.
 
When these two very minor modifications were incorporated into a what became the 
Floater, a towline glider, incorporating a rather primitive structure,  but super-
lative performance was released by Jasco.  in a patronizing way it was aimed at 
those with “big ideas”  the Floater did very well in ama sanctioned contests.
 
I remember the first time I saw a Floater in flight.  It seemed to rotate around its 
wing tip.  since the practice of the time was to tow the model into a thermal the 
tight turn and spiral stability of the design guaranteed a max.
 
Right around this time that the k&B Baby torpedo .020 miniature glow engine was 
introduced.  it would be charitable to say this engine with its stamped metal pro-
peller was capable of anything but modest performance but it completely changed the 
direction and basic appeal of model airplanes.  Just as Park Flyers are redefining 
the hobby today so it was the  the Baby torpedo.
 
i believe that the economy, small size and ubiquity of this engine caused Frank to 
formalize his theory’s respecting what was needed to  guarantee the stability of 
powered, unguided  airframes via his book “Circular Airflow Theory.”  I have not read 
this publication in years i am not going to even attempt a categorization of it.  
however, of importance to my  purpose here, is point out that the book has plans 
of Franks only documented,  built and tested ic powered model.   this model  is rep-
resented as a test bed in validation of his theories,
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perhaps more fundamental to the development of model aeronautics was the appearance 
of a  cheap Rc receiver, escapement and transmitter system which was marketed by 
Berkley.  there are endless very entertaining recollections of travails associated 
with operating this early and primitive product.  But, the fact that it was light, 
simple and worked a good part of the time was more then enough to guarantee its suc-
cess.  Unfortunately the airotrol equipment operated on the amateur 6 meter band.  
You needed a ham license (morse code and a written test) to use it legally.  however 
the Fcc opened up a single frequency (465mZ) for license free usage.  howard mcintee 
produced a receiver and transmitter that operated on this band and with that the Rc 
revolution was born.
 
operation of a mcintee set was challenging.  after power was applied the receiver 
took a minute or so to warm up and become responsive, it was heavy, with its at-
tached antenna it was bulky, heavy batteries were require which needed frequent re-
placement.  more importantly and often the occasion for the merriment of others the 
range was low... very low.  although the transmitter had a Yagi style antenna to 
beam the signal  it was not uncommon to see the pilot madly chasing his model around 
in an attempt to retain control.
 
sensing opportunity,  deBolt kitted his live Wire trainer and with that put the 
first nail in the coffin of controline and free Flight modeling (except for the spe-
cialized classes).
 
Frank in response to the live Wire trainer designed and produced (with his mon-
ey)  several prototype kits of a super Floater which he called the G-84 (i suppose 
G meant guided).  he gave me one.  i have never heard of anyone who has replicated 
this airplane.  Indeed I do not believe that it was ever flown with onboard function-
ing electronics.  Still I think that it could have flown very well in low winds and 
to model soaring it ranks near Good’s Guff in importance.  I am leaving the Ther-
mic-100 out of this.  although beautiful it is a purely speculative design.
 

in the event Rc soaring development migrated south to the dc Rc society and particu-
larly to Walter Good and maynard hill.
 
With the general availability of die cut and pre-shaped kit parts christine found he 
self and her company even more marginalized
 
christine realized that to modernize and thereby increase the appeal of the com-
plex structures defining the JASCO/Thermic gliders she had to supply die cut parts.  
that was going  be an expensive option.  presuming it was accomplished,  Frank’s  
structures would still remain challenging to build.  .
 
as to die cutting..  From  the examples saw at Jasco the die itself was based upon 
a sheet of hardwood sized to fit in a press.  The cutting parts were of strip steel 
let into the board by milled slots in the outlines of each part.   The whole affair 

looked like a bunch of cookie cutters on a mounting board.  in use a sheet of balsa 
was placed beneath the die which was forced down on the balsa.  With a new die the 
results were acceptable.  as time went on less so
 
With Franks absence and John’s generally relaxed manner christine had little alter-
native but to find someone outside of her family to help drag her company out of its 
languor
 
at this point Frank ehling arrives on the scene.  Frank ehling,  american born was 
of Frank Zaic’s generation.  Zaic frequently published ehlings designs in his Year-
books.  ehling came on-board with a “bad boy” label because like most successful 
competitors he could and would exploit loop holes in the rules.  Frank was involved 
in several rather celebrated disputes regarding the intention of rather then actual 
language of a rule.  a most interesting, famous and controversial dispute led to a 
suspension of the paa class events until a certain section of its language was re-
cast. 
 
all that aside ehling had an instinctive response to airframe design and more im-
portant knew how to rationalize this instinct into hardware which would  maximize 
his chances of winning.
 
ehling, under his own name and a multitude of pseudonyms was grinding out a series 
of simple but well performing models for publication in  al lewis’s of air trails 
magazine.   ehlings models would also appear from time to time  in popular science 
and popular mechanics magazines.  ehlings success even prompted him to design a 
semi scale electric powered stern wheel paddle boat which was (briefly) kitted.
 
christine brought ehling on board to modernize/simplify the thermic line and also 
to broaden the companies general appeal. this in the event included a series of 
contest ready  1/2A free flight models.  It goes without saying that Frank Zaic 
could not have been enthused at his sisters plans to popularize his beloved compa-
ny and retired from all things Jasco.   as it played out it seems that he reserved 
the trade name (Jasco) for himself but not the thermic label or glider designs 
themselves and with that left the scene for sunny calfornia. 
 
at this point Jasco was rename Jetco.
 
ehling as good as his word a reengineered the famous thermic-50 and 50X .  he re-
tained their signature profiles but grossly reduced the parts count.  Of greater im-
portance he replaced by Zaic’s individually plotted ncaa-6409 airfoils with simple 
arc profiles glued to a pre-shaped leading and trailing edges.  It goes without say-
ing that these charmless designs did nothing to better the lack luster performance 
of Zaic’s classic air frames.  ehling went a bit further with the thermic-72-X .  
For this design he abandoned the built up pod in favor of block balsa, moved the 
vertical stabilizer forward  (to allow the incorporation of a seldom needed pop-up 
dethermalizer) but retained Zaic’s under cambered airfoil and general flying surface 
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construction.  In its way the finished product is a rather handsome 
affair but could never be confused with a Frank Zaic design.  I built 
three of these models and they were without exception terrible tow-
liner’s.  a Floater could best them under any circumstance.
 
ehling designed a series of variants to his successful pylon, glow 
powered, Phoenix airframe.  The first, the Baby Phoenix was a terrific 
flyer.  The derivatives were at best mediocre.  In response to the 
deBolt live Wire trainer Jetco released a single channel Rc model.  
it’s only claim to fame was the introduction of nylon as a covering 
material.
 
ehling followed up the disastrous thermic 72 with Jetco nordic a su-
perlative design which would fly off the drawing board and was always 
competitive.  this design should be re-kitted.
 
ehling continued to design and christine to kit a multitude of models 
including a control liner.  eventually under  circumstance unknown to 
me (perhaps  the ama reorganization) he withdrew.  however by this 
time the Jasco mystique had disappeared and Jetco although always 
marketing excellent designs in kits of the highest quality became 
just another of the many kit suppliers of the time.

end

Aerosente sells Frank Zaic’s 
yearbooks along with many of 
his kits. Visit our factory 
store online to purchase.
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We are featuring 15 of our kits in this newslet-
ter spanning our product range from the new 
1:2.5 Scale ka2b  down to our 1:32 Scale “Chuck” 
Schweizers. all of our kits, plans, prints and parts 
are available for sale at www.gliderworkshop.
com. Prices are subject to change. Please check 
our online store for current pricing.  

The 
Aerosente 

Sailplane And 
Glider Fleet

Lawrence Tech IV
AMAZING! Jack Laister’s 1938 
Lawrence tech IV gull wing glider. 
First american gull wing kit.

Scale      1:3 

Wing Span   4.7 m

Hull Length  235 Cm 

Wing area 2312.5 in.2 

Weight 11kg

LT-IV

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Condor IV 
MAGNIFICENT! We offer the Condor 
IV under license from tom Bode of 
Germany based Woodwings.

  

Scale      1:3 

Wing Span    6.0m

Hull Length    2.5m 

Wing area 2.57 m2

Weight 16kg

DFS Reiher III 
EXQUISITE! We offer the DFS Reiher 
III under license from tom Bode of 
Germany based Woodwings.

Scale      1:3 

Wing Span   6.33m

Hull Length    2.6m 

Wing area 2.10 m2

Weight 16.5kg

Slingsby Petrel 
BEAUTIFUL! If there was a beauty 
contest for vintage sailplanes the 
Petrel would win hands down.

Scale      1:3 

Wing Span   5.78M

Hull Length    2.41m

rate of Sink .54m/s

CONDOR REIHER PETREL

http://www.gliderworkshop.com
http://www.gliderworkshop.com


Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

SGU 1-7 PTERADACTYL
the SGu 1-7 is a vintage pre-WWII 
Schweizer with its open cockpit and 
windscreen. We also sell this in 1:6 
scale.

Scale            1:3 

Wing Span          146”

Wing area                            1200 in2 

Weight 160 oz

SGP 1-1 Primary
The SGP 1-1 is the first Schweizer ever 
made and is patterned after the Ger-
man training gliders of that time. We 
also sell this in 1:6 scale.

Scale            1:3 

Wing Span           128”

Hull Length                                        60” 

Weight                                             16lbs

SGS 1-23 
the SGS 1-23 1:4 scale is one of our 
best selling kits. this is the sailplane 
from the original thomas Crown affair 
and is available in 1:5 scale too.

Scale            1:4 

Wing Span           158” 

Hull Length                                      61.5

Weight                                            10lbs

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00

Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00 Ref: 6800.00
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Ka2b 
another tom Bode masterpiece. 
this is the alexander Schleicher 
Ka2b at 1:2.5 scale. Magnificent in 
the air!

Scale   1:2.5 

Wing Span   6.40m

Hull Length    3.23m

Weight 22kg

Ka6e 
From tom Bode again the alexan-
der Schleicher ka6e at 1:3 scale is 
5.0 meters at the wingspan making 
building and transporting easy.

Scale      1:3 

Wing Span  5.00m

Hull Length    2.22m

Weight 11kg

SGS 2-8
the all metal construction and 
strut-braced wing is a classic! 
We also sell this in 1:5 and 1:10 
scales.

Scale    1:2.5 

Wing Span    6.30m

Hull Length    3.08M

airfoil NaCa 4412

KA2B KA6E 2-8 1-7 1-1 1-23
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Thermic 50 50X 70
the classic Frank Zaic/Jasco designed 
thermic 50, 50X and 70 are all here. 
these vintage kits have been updated 
and adapted by tom martin to build in 
about half the time with self-jigging 
and pre-shaped parts. each laser cut 
kit comes with the original plans and 
all the parts you need to build each 
model - you supply the covering. all 
three of these kits can be built by a 
beginner. 

“CHUCK” THERMICS
We offer three of John Zaic’s well 
known designs - the Thermic 18 (12.5” 
wingspan”), Thermic 20 (18” wing-
span), and the thermic “B” (20” wing-
span).these kits come with all laser 
cut parts and instructions. We also 
have online building instructions for 
each kit. these are fabulous beginner 
kits for dads and sons and grandfathers 
and grandsons. 

“CHUCK” SCHWEIZERS 
Great fun for fathers and sons and 
grandfathers and grandsons. We are 
now offering “Chuck” Schweizers - 5 
exact 1-32 scale flat profile gliders. 
Build them and fly them in an hour. 
They fly just like the real sailplane. 
you get laser cut parts for 3 sailplanes 
- the 1-23, 1-26b, and the 1-26e, plus 
spec sheets on each aircraft and de-
tailed build instruction!
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Hall Cherokee 
the Hall Cherokee at 1:4 scale is 
a great beginner scale sailplane 
from the standpoint of both build-
ing and flying.  

Scale       1:4 

Wing Span     132”

Hull Length    64.9”

Weight 6.5lbs

1-26e 
our 1-26e is about as scale as it 
gets and comes in 1:4, 1:5 and 1:6 
scales. the 1-26e does great on 
the slopes. 

Scale             1:4 

Wing Span                            120” 

Hull Length                     63-3/4”

Weight 105oz

SGS 2-12 - TG-3A
Jack Hiner’s design employs the 
classic military colors showing off 
it’s d-day heritage and it’s striking 
“warbird” colors.

Scale               1:5           

Wing Span                            133”

Hull Length  69 3/8” 

Weight 7.5lbs

CHEROKEE 1-26 TG-3A 50 50X 70 18 20 “B” SCHWEIZERS
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